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THERMAL LATTICE BENCHMARKS
FOR TESTING BASIC EVALUATED DATA FILES,

DEVELOPED WITH MCNP4B

Marko Mautcc, Bogdan Glumac
1Joief Stefan" Institute, Reactor Physics Division

The development of unit cell and full reactor core models of DIMPLE SOIA and T7KX-1 and MX-2
benchmark experiments, using Monte Carlo computer code MCNP4B is presented Nuclear data from
ENDF/B-V and Pl version of cross-section library were used in the calculations. In addition, a comparison to
results obtained with the similar models and cross-section datafrom the E12-MCNPiib library (which is based
upon the JEr-2.2 evaluation) developed in IRC Petlen, Netherlands2 Il is presented.

The results of the criticality calculation with EVDF/DB-Vl data library. and a comparison to results
obtained using JEF-2.2 evaluation, confirm the MCNP4B full core model of a DIMPLE reactor as a good
benchmark for testing basic evaluated data files. On the other hand, the criticality calculations results
obtained using the TRKfull core models show less agreement with experiment. It is obvious that without
additional data about the TRXgeometry, our TRmodels are hot sultabte as Monte Carlo benchmarks.

I INTRODUCTION

The main requirement for the reliable use of the computer codes and cross-section libraries is their
evaluation and confirmation on experimental benchmarks. This contribution discusses the computational
evaluation of the several thermal lattice experimental benchmark results using the Monte Carlo
computer code MCNP4B and cross-section data based on the ENDrIB-V and VI library.

One of most precisely documented thermal lattice benchmarks for LWR criticality and reactivity
analyses is the DIMPLE benchmark in which a standard LWR core is modeled. It is a versatile, water
moderated reactor used to investigate performance, safety and safeguard issues relevant to the entire
nuclear fuel cycle. The current DIMPLE programme includes lattice studies, reactivity and neutron
Source measurements with samples *of irradiated fuel discharged from power reactors, criticality
experiments relevant to" fuel manufacturing, transport, storage and .reprocessing issues and the
development of sub-critical monitoring techniques. Both simple geometry fuel pin benchmarks and more
complex configurations, representative of operational or accident conditions, can be built. The ability to
control the reactor by means of moderator level alone permits sub-critical and critical assemblies to be
studied without the complicating perturbation of control rods.

To check predictions of critical moderator level and the water height reactivity coefficient (dp/dH)
at various fuel loadings, five configurations designated name SO! were studied. Only the description and
modelling of SOIA assembly, first built in 1983, is covered here. It comprises 1565 fuel pins arranged
on a square pitch of 1.32 cm to provide a cylindrical core. The fuel pins comprise 3 % enriched uranium
dioxide pellets, 1.013 cm in diameter, wrapped in adhesive aluminium foil and stacked within stainless
steel tubes with 1..094 cm outer diameter, to a fuel height of approximately 69 cm. Stainless steel plugs
are attached to the top and the bottom of the tubes. The pins are supported, and precisely located,
between aluminum lattice plates. The lattice plates in DIMPLE are secured to aluminum fuel support
beams, which in turn are supported by a tubular stainless steel chassis. The more detailed description of
the facility geometry and material composition can be foun'd in [I] and [6].



The TRX benchmarks consist of light-water moderated metallic (1.3%/o) enriched fuel pins with
diameters of 0.4915 cm in aluminum cladding, filled in a hexagonal lattice. The experiment was
performed at a room temperature. In this contribution only the TRX-I and TRX-2 benchmarks were
studied, with water/fuel volume ratios of 2.35 and 4.02, respectively. The remaining two benchmark
setups labeled TRX-3 and TRX-4 arc two-region lattices. Thne exact composition of the materials used
in the benchmark configuration and axial model for described lattices arc given in [3] and [5].

2 DESCRIPTION OF TIE MCNP MODELS

DIMPLE SOlA
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Figure 1: the MCNP model of a DIMPLE SOIA reactor core (top view)

From the geometric and composition point of view, the MCNP4B full reactor model of DIMPLE
SOIA assembly (Fig. 1) is exactly the same as proposed in Specification of the Benchmnark
Assembliest 11. Reactor core is a mesh of 54 x;54 unit cells and is divided into six segments (plates).
Because of the mean deviation from the specified pin pitch of 1.32 cm across the gaps at the extreme
ends of the six top lattice-and bottom lattice plates, dimensions of them were reduced exactly according
to the values stated in [I]. The upper and lower lattice plate have been modeled with all the interstitial
drainage holes as specified in the DIMPLE SOIA description' k.

The whole model (bottom to top) is 93 cm high, because of the fuel support plate and fuel beam
base under the lower lattice plate, which are modeled exactly as stated in [1] (Fig. 2). Between fuel
support and fuel beam base elements is water. The critical moderator height is 49.26 cm (according to
the temperature corrected to 20'C)1'1. It should be emphasized that cross-section data from the ENDF/B-
V and VI, used during the calculations were evaluated at the temperature of 300 K (27TC). This
temperature difference of 7TC should be kept in mind when calculating the multiplication factor of the
core.
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Figure 2: the MCNP model of a DIMPLE SOlA reactor corc (side view)

The parametric study results12 1 confirm the statement written in [1], that 13 cm of water forms an
effectively infinite reflector. All the features more distant than 13 cni.from the edge of the outermost pin
can be ignored, therefore the biological shield, the primary vessel, the beam support chassis and radial
components of the fuel support beams are not modeled. Nevertheless, a nominal axial and radial
water/air filled surround is included to give a cylinder 100 cm in radius and 93 cm high, which
definitely assures infinite reflcctor.

[n addition to complete 3D model of a whole core, the DIMPLE SOIA pincell model was developed.
The geometry and composition of the pincell model, is exactly the same as proposed in Specification of
the Benchmark Assembliesl I.

In order to complete the DIMPLE SOlA benchmark calculations the axial as well as radial
distribution of several spectral indices (reaction rate ratios) were determined according to experimental
specificationst'l:
* F9/FS = ratio between the number of 239Pu and 235U fission reactions
* F81F5 = ratio between the number of 23'U and 23'U fission reactions
* C8/F5 ratio between the number of 23'U capture and 235U fission reactions

To obtain as much as balanced and uniform distribution of fission neutron sources, the calculation
of kerr and the reaction rates was divided into three subsequent steps:
1. as a initial source SO an isotropic point source in the central fuel pin was taken. Using a batch size

of 500 neutrons, in 500 cycles a geometrically converged source SI was produced, which was used
in the second step of the calculation.

2. starting with St a second calculation was performed, using a batch size of 5000 neutrons. In 500
cycles the initial source S2 for the final step was produced.

3. in the final run the batch size was extended from 5000 to 40000 neutrons, which correspond to an
average of 25 neutrons for each fuel pin in the SOIA assembly for each cycle. The values of ker and
reaction rates were calculated in 350 cycles.
This is the only acceptable way for performing criticality calculations in geometrically complicated

MCNP models, like DIMPLE certainly is. It proves outit  (12 that single isotropic point source
calculation, with optionally extensive neutron batch sources and active cycles gives physically under- or
overestimated result, due to unsatisfactory neutron source distribution convergence.

AY-1 . , . .... : -.._ ^ . . _. . ... ..... _ _ .



TRX- I and TRX-2

Unfortunately, three dimensional description of the benchmarks geometry is unprecise. Nevertheless,
we developed a complete core models, where we incorporated all the available data from the radial and
axial core configuration and description. In both TRX benchmark calculations only cross-section data
from ENDF/B-VI library were used.
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Figure 3: the MCNP model of a TRX-I reactor core (top view)

The 3D MCNP models of the TRX- I (Figure 3) and TRX-2 reactor cores have the same number of
fuel rods as the actual full-core configurations: 764 and 578 respectively (the number of elements and
the pitch distance are the only distinctions between the cores). The shapes of the cores were restored
from the one-third core representations of the lattices described in [5].

Therefore, when modeling the whole core, differences from actual core loadings due to
symmnetrizing the outer boundary occurred: in it's original configuration, the model lacks one fuel rod
(763 in the case of TRX-I and 577 in the case of TRX-2 reactor core). The positions of additional fuel
rods were chosen arbitrarily. As stated in the benchmark specifications, both cores arc surrounded with
effectively infinite cylindrical water reflector with 162.56 cm in diameter. Rather schematic presentation
of the fuel rods axial configuration can be found in [5].

Probably, due to unavailibility of more precise and consistent data, 3D Monte Carlo calculations of
the TRX benchmarks, were not performed so far. lIowever, using the leakage correction factors from
[9], the system can be modeled as a two dimensional infinite array of fuel unit cells with triangular
boundaries defined as reflecting planes. The TRX-I unit cell is presented on Figure 4 (the TRX-2 model
differs only in dimensions of triangular boundaries).

Similar to the case of DIMPLE reactor calculation, the following spectral indices which correspond
to thermal cutoff of 0.625 eV were evaluated (and measured) at core center:
* p2t =ratio of epithermal-to-thermal 23OU captures
* 5 25 = ratio of epithermal-to-thermal 2"U fissions
* 623 =ratio of 23'U fissions to 233U fissions
* C* = ratio of23'U captures to ' 5U fissions
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Figure 4: MCNP pincdll model of the TRX-l bcnchmark

The calculations of kelr and the reaction rates with 3D core model as well as pincell model were
again divided into three subsequent steps in exactly the same way as in the case of DIMPLE benchmark
calculation. The differences were applied only in the final step of calculation, whcre the batch size of
neutrons was 15000 in 500 active cycles.

3 RESULTS

A. DIMPLE SOIA criticality calculations

When analyzing the results of the 3D whole core model criticality calculations in Table 1 it is
obvious, that the relative diferences in the MCNP4B results based on ENDFIB-V and V[ data are not
consistent with tile difference predicted by WIMS-D/4. As presented in [7], thc result obtained using the
ENDF/13-VI data is 118 pcmn underestimated compared to ENDF/B-V result, but in case of MCNP
calculation the ENDF/B-V1 result is overestimated for 308 pcm. But one must bear in mind that
although the WlMS-D/4 calculations are rather crude, the possibility that the discrepancy arises from
MCNP calculation can not be entirely excluded. It is well known that MCNP can not take into account
self-shielding in the unresolved resonance region. The unresolved resonance range extends down to 2250
cV for 235U and down to 10 keV for 238U in ENDFIB-VI, but far down to 82 eV for 2

35U and 4 keV for
23U in ENDF/B-V librarfk71

Nevertheless, the comparison of the calculation results when ENDFJB-VI cross-sections were used,
to the results of IRC group from Petten, proves the quality of our MCNP4B whole core model. As
presented in [2], the kie obtained withi data from EJ-MCNPi~b library and based on JEF-2.2 library is
only 4 pemn subcritical, its confidence interval being ±2 1 pcmn.

Table 1i: DIMPLE SOIA bcnchmarmk ken, calculated using differentl MC kodes and cross-section libraries
Model I Used MC Code MCNP4B I IONK5W Experiment

_3D vhole coremodel (k.i,±c) 1 0.99421±0.00019' 1.0014 ±0.00081 1.00000
,, 0.99729 ± 0.00021 l

b - continuous cross-section library ENDFIB-V - 1995 WIMS Library in 172 groups
continuous cross-section library ENDF/B-VI

Nuclear Enery fin Central EuropDC. Poriinro. Slnvenria IrM9 .-IQ -emlwr Ioo.



According to the predictions of the deterministic WIMS-D/4 calculations(71, the kdr calculated with
JEF-2.2 library was 284 pen higher than in the case of ENDFI/B-VI cross-section data. Therefore, this
difference should be added to our result, which is 271 pcm subcritical. The correction gives a new k,4r
value, which is 13 pcm supcrcritical, but its confidence interval (bctwcen 0.99992 and 1.00034)
includes also the cxperimental critical value.

B. TRX criticality calculations

It can be seen from the Tables 2 and 3 that deviations of the TRX whole core calculation results
from experimental critical value arc quite large: -1 192 pcm (approx. -1.2%) in the case of TRX-I and
-968 pcm, in the case of TRX-2. This discrepancy should be attributed mostly to the unprecise
description of the whole core configurations and particularly to rather crude and schematic description
of the fuel cell axial structure. Therefore, without improvements in the geometry, those MCNP models
are not recomnmnended to be used as a Monte Carlo benchmarks.

Table 2: TRX- I benchmark klrr calculated with MCNP4BI Model I Used library J ENDF/B-VI | Experiment
3D whole core model (k.(n ± c) 0.98808 ± 0.00020 1.00000

Pincell model (kinr 1a) 11.17937 ± 0.00051 l l
Pinccll model (:i±c)' j 0.99999 ± 0.00051 1 -

' -kc, obtained using leakage correction factors from Table 4

Table 3: TRX-2 benchmark ker calculated with MCNP4BI Model I Used library ENDF/3B-VI Experimcnt
3D whole core model (ke ± C) 0.99032 ± 0.00020 1.00000

Pincell model (klnr o) 1.16540 ± 0.00040 -
Pincell model (knrr± a' 0.99910 ± 0.00040

- ken, obtained using leakage correction factors from Table 4

In contrary with the results of the full core calculation, kerr obtained with the triangular unit cell is
extremely good: I pcm under the criticality in the case of TRX-I and 90 pern in the case of TRX-2,
what is completely in the range of uncertainty of the cross-section evaluation. But it should be
emphasized that leakage correction factors (Table 4) were not deternincd experimentally but calculated
using Monte Carlo computer codes P3MG191 and MUFT-MAGMA 19 1, so these results have to be viewed
with caution.

Table 4: Lcakage correction factors for ken and spectral indices for the TRX-1 and TRX-2
unit cell geometry. Data taken from [91.

Parameter ICorrection factor
. TRX-1 I TRX-2

kf_ 0.8479 0.8573
p-e (cpithermal I thermal captures in 'U) 1.038 1.033
8Z5 (epithermal / thermal fissions in 5>U) 1.030 1.027

828 (fissions in ZJ5U I fissions In 351) 1.073 . 1.051

C. Reaction rates calculations for DIMPLE SO I A

The results of reaction rates calculations, or their spectral indices, with MCNP4B DIMPLE SOIA
whole core model presented in Table 5, show quite good agreement with experimental values. This is
another confirmation that our DIMPLE SOIA model is an excellent Monte Carlo benchmark for testing



evaluated data files. A very detailed description about the principles of the evaluation of reaction
Stes with MCNP4A(B) can be found in [4].

\ fable 5: spectral indices calculated with DIMPLE SOIA benchmnark, using MCNP4B and ENDF/B-V and VI
. *cross-section libraries (averaged over ful1 height of fuel in central Din

I .. -I -T_ S *9t nnr m * rirsm wry Ia - -__ ,
Snectral lInuces f USCa LID. ZrILFII -a s INL ID -VI { crXPCinE

fission P'"U fission 2.74-1o i1 0.5 % 2.90-10'3± 0.3% ±3.02-103 i 3.4 %
"'Pu fission 1..'5U fission 2.16 ± 0.2 %/ 2.24 ± 0.1 % 2.189 ±0.9 %

Ucapture I 5U fission 1.96.10.2 ± 0.2 % 2.06-102 ± 0.1 / 2.03 10  o.s %
23.icatr . .' .io 2.061

p. Reaction rates calculations for TRX mnodcls

In contrast to the remarks about the unprecisc and insufficient experiment description, a rather good
agreement of calculated spectral indices with MCNP TRX-1 and TRX-2 whole core models with the
experimental values was observed. Most of the values are, within their confidence intervals, consistent
with the experimental results.

Particularly, the results obtained with TRX pincell models, confirm the excellent criticality
calculations results. The values presented in Tables 6 and 7 are again obtained using leakage correction
factors from Table 4. Due to unavailibility of the correction factor for thc C* indices (the ratio of "8 U
captures to 2 35U fissions) the values calculated with MCNP4B are in rather less satisfactory agreement
with the experiment.

Table 6: spectral indices calculated with TRX-1 benchmark, using MCNP4B and ENDr/B-VI cross-section
libraries (averaged over full height of fuel in central in)

Spectral indices 1 ENDFIB-VI Experiment
model and library used 3D whole core model I Pinccll model

es 1.3205 i 0.0147 1.3257 ± 0.0145 1.3200 ± 0.0210

r12S 0.0944 i 0.0134 0.0989 ± 0.0126 0.0987 ± 0.0010
.28 1 0.0932 ± 0.0129 0.0962 ± 0.0130 0.0946 ± 0.0041
C 1 C.04-10-2 * 0.0056 1.05.10.1 ± 0.0058 0.7970 ± 0.0080

Table 7: spectral indices calculated with TRX-2 benchmark, using MCNP4B and ENDF(B-VI cross-section
libraies (averaged over full height of fuel in central pin)

Spectral indices l ENDFfB-VI Experiment
*-. .. ~ .,. .. _ ,, .. ... _. __-a *--- ...-.-. .*

model nnd librar used 3D whole core model _Pincell model
p28  0.8161 ± 0.0145 0.8338 ± 0.0151 0.8370 ± 0.0160

_25__ . 0.0579 ± 0.0131 0.0594 ± 0.0125 0.0614 ± 0.0008
5 23 8.78-104 ± 0.0138 0.0711 ± 0.0133 0.0693 ± 0.0035
C 8.41-103 ± 0.0060 _ 8.48.104 ± 0.0059 0.6470 ± 0.0060

4 CONCLUSIONS

The scope of the presented study was to describe the development and evaluation of the Monte
Carlo models for some of the thermal lattice experimental benchmarks using a new version of MCNP4B
code and ENDF/B-V and VI cross-section libraries. Because of the excellent experiment description, we
focused particularly on DIMPLE SO IA benchmark. We developed a precise and complicated geometry
model of a 3D whole reactor core, water reflector and support beams. The whole core criticality
calculations results together with several spectral indices calculated in fission isotopes, qualify the
model as a very good Monte Carlo benchmark, quite appropriate for testing the basic evaluated data
files.
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The other two benchmarks, narnely TRX-1 and TRX-2 reactor cores show quite less agreement with
the expcrimental values. This is particularly truc for developed 3D whole core models, mostly due to
unprccisc description of the experiment. The most of the uncertainties arise from the unknown position
of thc additional, 764h fiel cell and rather crude and schematic description of the cell's axial
configuration. On the othcr hand, the triangular unit cells criticality and reaction rates calculation
results arc cxccllent. But it should be emphasized once morc, that the MCNP4B rcsults were obtained
using .the leakage correction factors from (9], which were not developed experimentally, but with
another Monte Carlo calculation. This certainly decreases their credibility. Thereforc, without some
improvements of the whole core gcomctry, the TRX- I and TRX-2 modcls developed with MCNP4B arc
not recommended to be used as a Monte Carlo benchmarks.
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